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Paint by Sticker Kids
A perennial bestseller that begins with a warning: Proceed
with caution. This book is only for those with a twisted
imagination. Be prepared to leave conventional thought
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behind and join the ranks of the demented and insane.
Previously published as Would You Rather . . .?, with 356,000
copies in print, Damned If You Do . . . is an addictive game in
a book that challenges readers to ask—and attempt to
answer—more than 400 questions that range from the heinous
to the nauseating to the downright disturbing. Each is a fieldtested conversation starter guaranteed to provoke ridiculous
fun, break the ice at any party, and, like some kind of sick
Rorschach test, open a unique window into the minds of
friends and family. Some questions delight in their own
grossness: Would you rather . . . Eat three
earthworms–OR–wear a necklace made of them on your
wedding day? Be trapped in an elevator with wet
dogs–OR–three fat men with bad breath? Some force you to
reveal values: Would you rather . . . Age only from the neck
up–OR–age only from the neck down? Be stupid and
rich–OR–smart and poor? Some create that squirming
sensation: Would you rather . . . Get a bad case of poison ivy
way up inside your nose–OR–inside your inner ear? And some
are just deliciously absurd. Each question also features
related, often off-the-wall information, from quotes to dumb
jokes to delightfully odd trivia (326-pound President William
Howard Taft once got stuck in the White House bathroom).

Impressionists Sticker Book
Announcing a stunning line of stationery and gift products
from the creative leaders of Flow®, and inspired by the
quotation from Henry David Thoreau, "All good things are wild
and free." A celebration of beauty, mindfulness, and the pure
pleasures of paper, each of the items in this new collection
features the artwork of Valesca van Waveren, with its soft,
rich palette and lovely details drawn from the natural world.
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The Sticker Book includes 28 full-colour adhesive sheets filled
with hundreds of images to decorate a journal, notebook,
laptop, or phone. Over 800 gorgeous, high-quality stickers mushrooms, butterflies, bugs, plants, and more A perfect addon to the Sketchbook and Stationery

The Original Sticker by Numbers Book
Experience the joy of puzzling in these 15 sticker-puzzle
challenges featuring the art of Bob Ross. Bob Ross charmed
viewers with his simple and efficient painting techniques, and
now you too can discover the joy of creating amazing
artworks with these puzzles. Each of the fifteen challenges in
this book contains more than 100 sticker shapes to be placed
in a tessellated grid. When you’re done, you’ll have a fullcolor glossy art poster that you can hang on your wall. The art
of Bob Ross is featured in every puzzle, so you’ll experience
the enjoyment of seeing his works come to life as you
complete the puzzles.

Sticker Mosaics: By the Sea
Sticker by Number: Calming Creatures is a creative and
meditative experience. Like an old-fashioned paint by
number, the designs in the book can be gradually filled in
using the included stickers, transforming the delicate line
drawings into stunning, full-color masterpieces. The process
is at once artistic and calming—the perfect way to exercise
your creativity and create a moment of tranquility in a busy
day. The book features 12 different creatures—from a boldly
patterned elephant to a delicate swan—all of which are paired
with mindful meditation exercises related to the animal. For
instance, as you piece together the Lion design you will be
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guided to meditate on the self-confidence that inspires
bravery, while the Horse illustration will prompt reflection on
the theme of freedom and the pursuit of ambition. With
beautiful illustrations and insightful text, Sticker by Number:
Calming Creatures will help readers step outside of life’s
frantic rush, unlock their creativity, and discover a sense of
peace.

Sticker Mosaics: Rainbow Unicorns
The perfect gift, and the easiest gift—because we all know
someone who deserves a pat on the back, a big thumbs-up,
or just a special thank-you! You Are Doing a Freaking Great
Job is a vibrant, colorful, pocket-size book of encouragement.
Created by more than 20 artists and designers—from the wellknown Etsy favorites Emily McDowell and Mary Kate
McDevitt, to emerging talents Lindsay Whitehead and J.
Zachary Keenan—this powerful little book is filled with nearly
200 uplifting and inspiring quotes, lyrics, and words of advice
rendered in the original hand-lettered style of art that is
pinned and repinned on Pinterest and sold on Etsy. There are
mantras: “You are in charge of your own happiness.”
Galvanizing words of action: “Make it now.” Heartening
quotes: “You are capable of more than you know.” Bursts of
motivation: “Be a Warrior, Not a Worrier” and “Spread Your
Arms and Trust Your Cape.” Interweaved throughout is
complementary text—including surprising playlists, sweet and
simple recipes, and suggestions for inspirational films to
watch and commencement speeches to read.

Sticker Mosaics: Exotic Animals
Examines two German armors for man and horse recently
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acquired by the Philadelphia Museum of Art which
demonstrate the superior design and craftsmanship of
princely armor in the early 16th century, discussing the
function, design, decoration and manufacture of these
masterpieces. Original.

Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns & Magic
A follow-up to In the Garden with Van Gogh provides a simple
introduction to French artist Edgar Degas and his pastel
paintings of ballerinas.

30 Masterpiece Paintings
Introducing a compelling new activity for crafters and artists,
doodlers and coloring book enthusiasts of all ages. Paint by
Sticker includes everything you need to create twelve vibrant,
full-color “paintings.” The images—including sunflowers, a fox,
a hummingbird in mid-flight, two boats on the water—are
rendered in “low-poly,” a computer graphics style that creates
a 3-D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided
into dozens of spaces, each with a number that corresponds
to a particular colored sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and
place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the
next—it’s an activity that’s utterly absorbing as you watch a
“painting” emerge from a flat black-and-white illustration to a
dazzling image with color, body, spirit. The pages are
perforated for easy removal, making it simple to frame the
completed images.

Sticker Mosaics: Crazy Cats
A totally new idea in sticker books, combining the joy of
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learning with the joy of stickers. It’s an innovative, kid-friendly
approach to beloved topics for ages 6 and up, featuring a
cutting-edge sticker sheet design that allows for text and color
images to appear underneath the sticker. Here’s how it
works: Read a question, then peel off the corresponding
sticker to reveal the answer underneath. The fun doesn’t stop
there—place the sticker on the facing activity page to create a
book of facts and images that can be enjoyed again and
again. Once all the stickers are peeled, kids are left with a
beautifully designed, information-rich book full of diagrams,
facts, and personalized pages to read again and again. Sticky
Facts: New York features dozens of stickers of world-class
landmarks, tasty street foods, a giant blue whale, and big
yellow taxies, not to mention beautiful Central Park—ten times
bigger than Disneyland! It’s the ultimate trip to New York City.

Make a Masterpiece -- Seurat's A Sunday Afternoon
on the Island of La Grande Jatte
Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity
books, both for grown-ups and kids. A compelling activity for
crafters and artists, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each
Paint by Sticker Kids book includes everything you need to
create ten vibrant, full-color “paintings.” The original images
are rendered in low-poly, a computer graphics style using
geometric polygon shapes to create a 3D effect. As in paintby-number, each template is divided into spaces, each with a
number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the
sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next,
and the next, and the next—it’s an activity that’s utterly
absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and
the growing satisfaction of watching a “painting” come to life,
emerging from a flat black-and-white illustration to a dazzling
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image with color, body, and spirit. Paint by Sticker Kids:
Under the Sea is a journey into the world beneath the waves.
Kids will create a dolphin, a shark, an octopus, and other
denizens of the watery world. The card stock pages are
perforated so kids can remove them easily and display, or
share, their finished works of art.

Don't Turn the Page!
A fascinating introduction to the Impressionists' most famous
paintings. Learn about the painters and their inspiration while
matching the stickers of famous Impressionist paintings to
their frames. With over 100 stickers, and links to specially
selected websites for more information. Published in
association with The National Gallery, London. Illustrations:
Full colour throughout

Sticky Facts: New York
An exceptional introduction to European paintings from the
Middle Ages to the early 20th century through one of the
greatest collections in the world. This richly illustrated and
beautifully designed book offers an ideal introduction to
European painting from the 13th to the early 20th century.
The National Gallery, London, houses one of the finest
collections of Western European art in the world. Its
extraordinary range includes exceptional paintings from
medieval Europe through the early Renaissance and on to
Post-Impressionism, including masterpieces by Leonardo,
Hans Holbein, Titian, Velázquez, Rembrandt, Turner, Monet,
and Van Gogh. This volume showcases more than 250 of the
Gallery's most treasured pictures, providing an opportunity to
make connections across this uniquely representative
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collection. Paintings are accompanied by numerous details,
as well as brief and illuminating texts, providing an informative
and visually rich survey of hundreds of years of European
painting.

Paint by Sticker Kids: Christmas
Paint by Sticker: Travel celebrates a time when elegant
posters, in an Art Deco style, beckoned visitors to faraway
romantic places—from Venice, with its canals and gondolas, to
Cairo, gateway to the pyramids—all through the absorbing
activity of painting by sticker. Paint by Sticker is a compelling
new activity for crafters and artists, doodlers and coloring
book enthusiasts of all ages. As in paint-by-number, each
template is divided into dozens of spaces, each with a
number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the
sticker, peel it, place it. And then the next, and the next, and
the next, until your “poster” comes to life. Paint by Sticker:
Travel includes everything you need to create twelve vibrant,
nostalgic travel posters—the stickers, the templates, the
intuitive directions. The works include Moscow, home of St.
Basil’s Cathedral and its candy-colored onion domes. India
and the Taj Mahal, crown jewel in a world of fascinating
destinations. Bermuda. Monaco. Japan and its cherry
blossoms and pagodas. Bon voyage!

Dancing with Degas
Paint a magical world with stickers (including glitter stickers)!
Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns & Magic includes everything
kids need to create ten vibrant images, including unicorns, a
dragon, a princess, and more. Step 1: Find the sticker. Step
2: Peel the sticker. Step 3: Place the sticker. Add the next,
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and the next, and watch your enchanting paintings come to
life! All the pages are perforated, making it easy to tear out
each finished work to frame and share!

Paint by Sticker Kids: Dinosaurs
Discover the world's greatest works of art with this ingenious
puzzle book from the creator of the best-selling 1000 Dot-toDot series, Thomas Pavitte. At first, you see nothing but a
baffling tangle of circles - but hidden within each puzzle is a
legendary masterpiece waiting to be revealed. Featuring 20
iconic artworks from the Venus de Milo to Klimt's The Kis,
Querkles Masterpieces offers hours of creative colouring fun
for artistic minds of all ages. Choose five colours, enjoy the
surprising results as your unique masterpiece comes to life,
and you'll be rewarded with a striking image that you can
easily remove and display.

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Nature (2 Books
in 1 - Geometric Stickers)
Relax with Seurat's bathers along the Seine while you
recreate the artist's colorful masterpiece with stickers.
Georges Seurat's Bathers at Asnières is one of the most
famous and popular paintings in London's National Gallery.
This activity books allows adults and children to understand
how the artist used colors to create vibrant and luminous
scenes. Opening with a brief informative essay, this book
contains thousands of colored round stickers and a poster
"canvas" of colored outlines - readers simply need to match
the stickers to the outlines found on the poster to recreate the
painting. It's not necessary to place each sticker on precisely
the right outline. As a result, every finished poster will be its
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own original work of art. With a handy folder-style flap that
allows for easy storage and transportation of the artwork in
progress, this activity book is perfect for hours of
entertainment, relaxation, or meditation, as well as for
unwinding at the end of a busy day.

Princely Armor in the Age of Dürer
All-round iconic coloring fun! Sensational, quirky coloring
puzzles from the best-selling author of the 1000 Dot-to-Dot
series! Reveal famous faces within the circles using pencils,
paints, markers, or any coloring medium you choose. Twenty
portraits of eminent icons—including John Lennon, James
Dean, Princess Diana, Marilyn Monroe, Nelson Mandela, and
more—can be removed and displayed. Monochrome or
multicolored, the concept is as easy as a child's book, but the
results are nothing short of astounding!

Querkles: Masterpieces
“What would the world look like if girls grew up reading
fairytales made from the magic they carry inside themselves?
Breathtakingly beautiful, is what.” —Lidia Yuknavich, national
bestselling author In her debut children’s book, Rebecca
Solnit reimagines a classic fairytale with a fresh, feminist
Cinderella and new plot twists that will inspire young readers
to change the world, featuring gorgeous silhouettes from
Arthur Rackham on each page. In this modern twist on the
classic story, Cinderella, who would rather just be Ella, meets
her fairy godmother, goes to a ball, and makes friends with a
prince. But that is where the familiar story ends. Instead of
waiting to be rescued, Cinderella learns that she can save
herself and those around her by being true to herself and
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standing up for what she believes. “Being a princess is
absolutely fine if that’s what you choose. It’s having those
choices taken away from you that make for big problems.
Cinderella in Solnit’s book is given that choice. She’s allowed
to say what her dreams are, and then she goes out and
attains them. And they’re not huge ridiculous dreams but
small, happy, manageable ones. Ultimately, that’s the gift Ms.
Solnit is giving kids with this book.” —School Library Journal
“This is a reminder of hope and possibility, of kindness and
compassion, and—perhaps most salient—imagination and
liberty. Through the imaginations of our childhoods, can we
find our true selves liberated in adulthood?” —Chelsea Handler
“This is, hands down, a wonderful book—one that even the
jaded reader will clasp upon completion with a contented
sigh.” —The New York Times

Paint by Sticker: Dogs
As in color or paint-by-number, each design is divided into
dozens of spaces. Each space has number that corresponds
to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right
space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the
original unfinished illustration. Includes more than 40 nature
themed images to sticker. Images range in difficulty.
Perforated pages and spiral binding make it easy to use!
Made for adults but kids can enjoy as well! 8.5" x 10" Keep
your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art. Images
from two books have been combined to create this 156 page
Sticker by Number: Nature book! Brain Games - Sticker by
Number: Nature, 104 pages - ISBN-13: 9781680229011 Brain
Games - Sticker by Number: Country Garden, 52 pages ISBN-13: 9781645580331
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Paint Chip Poetry
"Sammy knows that the end of story time means bedtime.
'Don't turn the page,' he repeatedly tells his mother. But
curiosity continues to get the best of him, and he wants to
know what happens next as his mother reads him the story of
Little Bear"--

Paint by Sticker Kids: Under the Sea
Unbelievable animals come to life with easy sticker
masterpieces Take your coloring to the next level by doing it
with stickers instead of pencils! Each one of the 12 designs in
this book has spaces for mosaic shapes that you fill in using
the pages of different colored stickers in the back, allowing
you to create one-of-a-kind mosaic designs. Color-by-sticker
is a fun new way to express creativity and explore color, and
this series gives readers the freedom to create their own
unique designs, no artistic ability required. Sticker Mosaics:
Exotic Animals offers 12 different animals to color by sticker.
Whether you choose the brightly colored macaws, a curious
chameleon, or a friendly alpaca, you’ll be creating a truly
unique work of art that any animal lover will adore.

Juliet the Maniac
Sticker Yourself Calm is a book of color-by-number templates
and stickers for creating fourteen pieces of artwork that fit
right into a standard 8 x 10-inch frame. Special features
include removable pages (convenient for lefties and righties),
artwork with inspiring messages, a soothing color palette, and
gold metallic stickers. For anyone who loves coloring,
crafting, and doing puzzles, Sticker Yourself Calm provides
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everything you need to relax and make some cool-looking art!

Paint by Sticker
Create your own cat masterpiece using colorful stickers! This
brightly-colored book includes 12 geometric designs of
everyone's favorite feline. Perfect for cat lovers and stickering
enthusiasts alike, Sticker Mosaics: Cats is a unique concept
among “paint-by-sticker” books across the industry. No
artistic experience or ability is required to create these
masterpieces!

Querkles: Icons
Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity
books, both for grown-ups and kids. A compelling activity for
crafters and artists, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each
Paint by Sticker book includes everything you need to create
twelve vibrant, full-color “paintings.” The original images are
rendered in low-poly, a computer graphics style using
geometric polygon shapes to create a 3D effect. As in paintby-number, each template is divided into dozens of spaces,
each with a number that corresponds to a particular sticker.
Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add
the next, and the next, and the next—it’s an activity that’s
utterly absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking
and the growing satisfaction of watching a “painting” come to
life, emerging from a flat black-and-white illustration to a
dazzling image with color, body, and spirit. Paint by Sticker:
Music Icons brings us face-to-face with Elvis, The Beatles,
Beyoncé, David Bowie, Cher, Prince, Michael Jackson, Kurt
Cobain, Madonna, Nina Simone, Dolly Parton, and "Weird Al"
Yankovic.
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Paint by Sticker Kids: Beautiful Bugs
Paint by Sticker Kids just gets stronger and stronger, with the
last three titles—Unicorns & Magic, Halloween, and
Christmas—on fire. With over 1.7 million copies in print, and
with sales increasing every season, it is the phenomenal
activity book series that marries the joy of paint by number
and coloring with every kid’s favorite thing—stickers. And now
add dinosaurs—what could be better? Kids will have a blast
“painting” an armored Ankylosaurus, and an agile
Velociraptor, now known to have been covered in feathers.
And don’t forget about the king of them all: a ferocious T-Rex,
which could eat 500 pounds of meat in one bite! New to the
series, on the back of each image is a paragraph of lively text
packed with facts about the dinosaur pictured, how it lived,
and how to pronounce its name. Designed especially for
children and their smaller hands, the Paint by Sticker Kids
series offers a quiet, completely absorbing, no-mess activity
that—bonus!—encourages kids to practice number recognition
without them even thinking they’re doing math. The way it
works is simple: Find the numbered sticker, peel it, and place
it in the right space. Add the next, and the next—and see the
images come to life in the “low-poly” style that uses geometric
shapes. The card-stock pages are perforated, allowing the
artwork to be easily removed so kids can hang them up as
decorations or proudly display them on the fridge. In other
words, hours and hours of artistic fun with none of the hassle
or cleanup!

The National Gallery
Paint by Sticker is a compelling new activity for crafters and
artists, doodlers and coloring book enthusiasts of all ages.
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Masterpieces encourages everyone to channel their inner da
Vinci and create twelve iconic works of art. Paint by Sticker
Masterpieces includes everything you need to create twelve
vibrant, full-color “paintings”—the stickers, the templates, the
intuitive directions. The works include The Birth of Venus, by
Sandro Botticelli, The Creation of Adam, by Michelangelo,
Mona Lisa, by Leonardo da Vinci, Girl with a Pearl Earring, by
Johannes Vermeer, Napoleon at Saint-Bernard Pass, by
Jacques-Louis David, The Great Wave off Kanagawa, by
Katsushika Hokusai, Houses of Parliament, Sunlight Effect,
by Claude Monet, Still Life with Apples and a Pot of
Primroses, by Paul Cezanne, Dance at Bougival, by PierreAuguste Renoir, Bedroom in Arles, by Vincent van Gogh,
Breezing Up (A Fair Wind), by Winslow Homer, and the
stunning study in color, Flaming June, by Frederic Leighton.
The cardstock pages are perforated for easy removal, making
it easy to frame the completed images.

Bob Ross Happy Little Sticker Puzzles
Start counting your votes . . . and your friends. When Brianna
Justice's hero, the famous celebrity chef Miss Delicious,
speaks at her school and traces her own success back to
being president of her fifth grade class, Brianna determines
she must do the same. She just knows that becoming
president of her class is the first step toward her own cupcakebaking empire! But when new student Jasmine Moon
announces she is also running for president, Brianna learns
that she may have more competition than she expected. Will
Brianna be able to stick to her plan of working with her friends
to win the election fairly? Or will she jump at the opportunity
to steal votes from Jasmine by revealing an embarrassing
secret? This hilarious, heartfelt novel will appeal to any reader
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with big dreams, and the determination to achieve them.

You Are Doing a Freaking Great Job.
Best in Show! Peel the sticker, place the sticker, and watch
your painting come to life. If only you had a tail to wag! This
completely engrossing activity book for dog lovers and
crafters alike has everything you need to complete 12
fantastic canine portraits, including a frisky dachshund, a pug
begging to play, and a handsome husky showing off those
alert blue eyes. And note––the card-stock pages are
perforated, so every finished picture can easily be removed
for framing.

1000 Dot-to-Dot: Cities
15 Striking Animal Portraits to Complete--Sticker by Sticker!
Are you ready for a new, exciting challenge that will take your
observation skills and artistic pursuits to a whole new level?
Then Animetrics is for you. Inside the pages of this innovative
book, you'll discover 15 animal portraits to complete with
geometric sticker shapes. The numbered shapes on each
page can be filled with the corresponding stickers to create
sophisticated works of art that will amaze and astound you.
Ten pages of sticker shapes at the back of the book lead you
on a quest to complete gorgeous portraits of animals ranging
from lions to birds and beyond. Intricate, complex, and
absorbing, you'll spend hours piecing together these sticker
puzzles and creating something beautiful and unforgettable.

Paint by Sticker: Travel
Children will go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an innovative
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new series that takes stickers to a whole new level. Simply
match the colored stickers to the numbers on each page to
build up stunning pictures. There's hours of fun to be had and
with over 3,500 stickers, kids will marvel at what they can
create using just a few simple geometric shapes. In Sticker by
Numbers, children will love creating eye-catching patterns,
from completing a mystical forest and a beautiful stainedglass window to embellishing flowers, butterflies, and lots, lots
more.

Sticker Yourself Calm: Makes 14 Sticker-By-Number
Pictures
Oceanic masterpieces made easy with brightly colored
stickers Take your coloring to the next level by doing it with
stickers instead of pencils! Each one of the 12 designs in this
book has spaces for mosaic shapes that you fill in using the
pages of different colored stickers in the back, allowing you to
create one-of-a-kind mosaic designs. Color-by-sticker is a fun
new way to express creativity and explore color, and this
series gives readers the freedom to create their own unique
designs, no artistic ability required. Sticker Mosaics: By the
Sea features 12 different beautiful ocean imagery to color by
sticker. Whether you choose a seaside lighthouse, a colorful
beta fish, or exotic underwater creatures, you’ll create
something that will bring the sea and shore right to you.

President of the Whole Fifth Grade
"It's 1997, and 14-year-old Juliet has it pretty good. But over
the course of the next two years, she rapidly begins to
unravel, finding herself in a downward trajectory of mental
illness and self-destruction."-Page 17/23
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All Good Things Are Wild and Free Sticker Book
Paint by Sticker Masterpieces
Gallop into the incredible world of unicorns with a captivating
form of art! Sticker Mosaics: Rainbow Unicorns brings you
into an enchanting realm of wonder and delight. Begin your
stickering quest with any of 12 dazzling puzzles. Match the
stickers to their numbered spots on each project page, and
witness the transformation from a blank page into a stunning
modern mosaic. Perforated pages make it simple for you to
remove your mosaic for sharing or framing. Unleash a colorful
work of art—from tranquil unicorns in open meadows to
stallions among the stars—with each stickered page. Get lost
among the mesmerizing pages of Sticker Mosaics: Rainbow
Unicorns and enjoy the creativity of sticker art!

Damned If You Do . . .
Re-create 30 classical and modern painting masterpieces
with this paint-by-number book! Using the color code provided
for each painting, youll be able to bring to life the paintings of
Degas, van Gogh, Botticelli, and other masters. The paper is
thick enough to support gouache. However, you may also use
watercolor pencils. (Painting with a variety of brush sizes is
recommended.) Historical information for each painting is also
included as well as a colored reproduction of each piece for
reference.

Animetrics
Almost as fun as tracing a route on a map, you can create
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stylish, sophisticated artwork of your favorite travel
destinations by connecting the dots in these unique puzzles!
Satisfy your inner child and your adult intellect all at once.
This timeless activity is now revolutionized to create twenty
pieces of fantastic, stylish line art you’ll want to remove and
display when you’re finished. Tonal shading and detailed line
work build as each numbered section is finished. Dot-to-dot
puzzles have also been proven to increase short-term
cognitive acuity, hand-eye coordination, and concentration
skills. Whether you’re filling time on a rainy day, using the
puzzles for a party game, or learning the principles of
drawing, 1000 Dot-to-Dot: Cities is fun for all ages. Get your
pencils ready and connect the dots!

Sticker by Number: Calming Creatures
The magic of Paint by Sticker Kids continues, combining the
fun of coloring and stickers with the creativity of paint by
number. The series just keeps growing, with another muchloved nature-themed topic: Bugs! Paint by Sticker Kids:
Beautiful Bugs includes everything kids need to create 10 fullcolor illustrations of their favorite creepy-crawlies: a firefly, a
praying mantis, a ladybug, butterflies, ants, a painted
grasshopper, a dragonfly, beetles, a bumblebee, and a
weevil. Simply find the numbered sticker, peel it, and place it
in the right space. Add the next, and the next—and watch a
dazzling image come to life with color and spirit in the modern
“low-poly” style (using geometric polygon shapes). The cardstock pages are perforated so artwork can be easily removed
for framing or the fridge. Creating sticker art is as fun and
meditative as coloring, and it’s a refreshing shake-up from
the usual crayons and markers. Plus, the peel-and-place
system allows kids to practice recognizing and learning
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numbers in an interactive, stress-free way. And it’s a great
rainy day or travel activity (no cleanup!) that delivers handson fun for less than $10.

Paint by Sticker: Music Icons
Head for Paris with Seurat's celebrated work and re-create
the original painting or devise your own masterpiece. This
book features the park's landscape with the characters
removed and transformed into stickers.

Sticker Seurat
Move over, coloring books! Here’s an entirely new craft that
kids will love: Paint by Sticker Kids. Paint by Sticker Kids is
the same compelling craft first introduced in Paint by Sticker,
but just for kids! The book includes everything you need to
create 10 bright, playful, full-color illustrations—illustrated
templates printed on perforated card stock, and 10 pages of
stickers to fill in and create the artwork. The fun, vibrant
images are rendered in “low-poly,” a computer graphics style
using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3-D effect. As in
paint-by-number, each template is divided into hundreds of
spaces, each with a number that corresponds to a particular
sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space.
Add the next, and the next, and the next and voila! It’s a
rocket ship blasting through space. A Tyrannosaurus rex
prowling his domain. A pickup truck hauling its load. A friendly
toucan hanging on his perch. Kids will love watching these
pictures come to life. Plus, each is suitable for framing or the
fridge.

Cinderella Liberator
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It's hours of jolly holiday fun—including glitter stickers! New in
this bestselling activity series, Paint by Sticker Kids:
Christmas includes everything kids need to create ten vibrant
images, including Santa, a snowman, stockings filled with
presents, and a dazzling Christmas tree—with glitter stickers
that make the images shine. Step 1: Pick an image. Step 2:
Find the stickers. Step 3: Match the numbers. And watch your
Halloween painting come to life! Includes everything you need
to create ten sticker paintings on sturdy card stock. Plus, all
the pages are perforated—making it easy to tear out each
finished work to frame and share!
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Read More About Paint By Sticker Masterpieces Re Create
12 Iconic Artworks One Sticker At A Time
Arts & Photography
Biographies & Memoirs
Business & Money
Children's Books
Christian Books & Bibles
Comics & Graphic Novels
Computers & Technology
Cookbooks, Food & Wine
Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Education & Teaching
Engineering & Transportation
Health, Fitness & Dieting
History
Humor & Entertainment
Law
LGBTQ+ Books
Literature & Fiction
Medical Books
Mystery, Thriller & Suspense
Parenting & Relationships
Politics & Social Sciences
Reference
Religion & Spirituality
Romance
Science & Math
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Self-Help
Sports & Outdoors
Teen & Young Adult
Test Preparation
Travel
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